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Abstract—Contract signing protocols are being widely used
over digital environment and treated as an application of nonrepudiation protocols. As a kind of non-repudiation protocols, the
most important property of contract signing protocols is fairness.
In this paper we analyze a recent contract signing protocol based
on hybrid verifiably encrypted signature scheme (HVESS) and
show a common attack. Further we propose improvement to the
protocol, adaptation of certificateless public key cryptography to
HVESS (CL-HVESS) and expansion of CL-HVESS to Type-III
pairings.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Non-repudiation protocols are used for exchange of information with evidence of non-repudiation. Application of nonrepudiation protocols are spreaded over Certfied E-mail, Electronic Contract Signing, e-commerce and electronic payment.
E-contract is any kind of contract formed in the course of
e-commerce by the interaction of two or more individuals
using electronic means, such as e-mail, the interaction of
an individual with an electronic agent, such as a computer
program, or the interaction of at least two electronic agents
that are programmed to recognize the existence of a contract
[7]. There are many examples of e-contract platforms over
the Internet, some of them serve for general purpose contracts
[8], [9] and some of them serve for specific purposes like real
estates [10] or like telecommunication suppliers [11].
II. G ENERAL D ESCRIPTION
A. Non-Repudiation and Contract Signing Protocols
Non-repudiation is defined as a security service by which
the entities involved in a communication can not deny having
participated, specifically, the sender can not deny having sent
a message and the receiver can not deny having received a
message [1].
Non-repudiation is primarily depending on asymmetric
cryptography specifically to signatures which are accepted
as evidences. Regarding how used in a protocol, evidence
of origin supplies Non-Repudiation of Origin (NRO)
and evidence of receipt supplies Non-Repudiation of

Receipt(NRR).
Non-repudiation protocols can satisfy various properties in
different ways like:
•
•
•
•
•

Fairness: Strong, weak, light
Non-Repudiation: NRO, NRR, NRS, NRD
State storage: Statefull, stateless
Timeliness: Synchronous, Asynchronous
TTP Inclusion: In-line, On-line, Off-line, Probabilistic

These properties and non-repudiation protocols have been
studied in [2], [3], [21] [25] and [5].
As a kind of non-repudiation protocol, contract signing
share similar properties with other protocols. The goal of
contract signing protocols is exchange of evidence of nonrepudiation not the message itself. Differing from certified email or fair exchange is that obtaining message content is not
important but exchanging signed message/contract fairly is the
main goal of the contract signing protocol.
B. Pairing Based Cryptography
Public key cryptography (PKC) is generally based on certificates binding identities with public keys which are approved
by Certificate Authorities. Differing from classical PKC, in IDBased Cryptography public keys are dependant on user identities and/or identifiers. This difference brings advantages and
disadvantages together as discussed in [14]. The advantages
of ID-Based Cryptography are mainly achieving different encryption and signature schemes like ID-Based encryption [15],
blind [16], short [17], ring [18] and verifiably encrypted [19],
[26] signatures which are summarized in [4]. The disadvantage
of ID-Based cryptography is if the public key is dependant
only on identity of a user, key generator knows the private
keys of users when generation. In this paper we adapted the
certificateless public key cryptography described in [24] to the
hybrid verifiably encrypted signature scheme [26].
1) Bilinear Pairings: Pairings in elliptic curve cryptography are functions which map a pair of elliptic curve points
to an element of the multiplicative group of a finite field.
Below is the simple definition of a bilinear pairing , more
information on pairings like Weil or Tate pairings, divisiors
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and curve selection can be found in [6] as a summary and in
[27] in more details.
Let G1 and G2 be additive abelian group of order q and G3
be multiplicative group of order q, a pairing is a function
e : G1 × G2 → G3

(1)

e is suitable for cryptographic schemes when it is an efficiently
computable bilinear pairing which satisfies the following properties:
a) e is bilinear: For all P, S ∈ G1 and Q, T ∈ G2 we
have e(P + S, Q) = e(P, Q)e(S, Q) and e(P, Q + T ) =
e(P, Q)e(P, T )
b) e is non-degenerate: For all P ∈ G1 , with P 6= 0 there
is some Q ∈ G2 such that e(P, Q) 6= 1 and for all
Q ∈ G2 , with Q 6= 0 there is some P ∈ G1 such that
e(P, Q) 6= 1
Consequtive properties of bilinearity are:
• e(P, 0) = e(0, Q) = 1
−1
• e(−P, Q) = e(P, Q)
= e(P, −Q)
a
• e([a]P, Q) = e(P, Q) = e(P, [a]Q) for all a ∈ Z
In Section IV we will use this notation to expand HVESS to
Type-III pairings.
2) Modified Pairings: In Section III we will use Type I
[28] supersingular curves for pairing instantiation in which
G1 = G2 , to show how we adapted certificateless ID-Based
PKC [24] to HVESS. In this type G1 is a subgroup of E(Fq ).
There is a distortion map ψ which maps G1 into E(Fqk ) and
the modified pairing ê(P, Q) : G1 × G1 → G3 for P, Q ∈ G1
is defined by:
ê(P, Q) = e(P, ψ(Q)) as shown in section X in [27].
III. A DAPTATION OF C ERTIFICATELESS P UBLIC K EY
C RYPTOGRAPHY TO HVESS
ID-Based signature verification and encryption schemes use
publicly known variable such as identity or e-mail of a user
to derive public key without any key distribution for public
keys. For signing and decrypting user contacts to a Private
Key Generator (PKG, CA etc.) to derive the private key which
is dependant on the identity and master key of the PKG.
This scheme has some disadvantages stated in [4]
• The PKG can calculate users private keys which is a
problem for confidentiality in non-rep protocols
• User has to authenticate himself to PKG
• PKG needs a secure channel to send users private key
• User has to publish PKG’s public parameters
Chen and Gu have developed and used HVESS [26] which
is a pure ID based scheme. To eliminate some of the above
mentioned disadvantages, we adapted Riyami and Paterson’s
[24] certificateless public cryptography scheme to HVESS
and call the adapted scheme shortly as CL-HVESS. Most of
the parts of our scheme is similar to the original work [26]
naturally.
Setup :
Let G1 be additive group of prime order q
and G3 be multiplicative group of prime order q. Choose an
arbitrary generator P ∈ G1 , a random secret PKG master

key s ∈ Z∗q and a random secret adjudicator master key
sT ∈ Z∗q . Set Ppub = [s]P and Padj = [sT ]P choose
cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and
H2 : {0, 1}∗ X G1 → Z∗q . Publish the system parameters
(G1 , G3 , q, ê, P, Ppub , Padj , H1 , H2 )
Extract :
Public and private key pair for user ID is
computed as follows:
•
•

TTP or PKG computes Ppub = [s]P and [s]H1 (ID) as
the partial private key then send to user ID.
User ID computes Ppub ID = [XID ][s]P and Rpub ID =
[XID ]P as public keys then computes dID =
[XID ][s]H1 (ID) as private key.

Sign : Given a private key dID and a message m, pick
a random r ∈ Z∗q , compute U = [r]P, h = H2 (m, U ), V =
[r]H1 (ID) + [h]dID and output a signature (U, V ).
Verify :
Given a signature (U, V ), of an identity ID
and public keys Ppub ID , Rpub ID first check certificateless
?
public keys as ê(Rpub ID , Pp ub) = ê(Ppub ID , P ) then
compute h = H2 (m, U ), and accept the signature and return
1 if and only if ê(P, V ) = ê(U + [h]Pp ub ID, H1 (ID). The
proof of verification for a valid signature (U, V ) is as follows;
ê(P, V ) = ê(P, [r]H1 (ID) + [h]dID )
= ê(P, [r]H1 (ID) + [h][XID ][s]H1 (ID))
= ê(P, ([r] + [h][XID ][s])H1 (ID))
= ê(([r] + [h][XID ][s])P, H1 (ID))
= ê([r]P + [h][XID ][s]P, H1 (ID))
= ê(U + [h]Ppub ID , H1 (ID))
SignVE :
Given a private key dID and a message
m, pick randomly r1 , r2 ∈ Z∗q , compute U1 = [r1 ]P, U2 =
[r2 ]P, h = H2 (m, U1 ), V = [r1 ]H1 (ID) + [h]dID + [r2 ]Padj ,
and output a verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V )
VerifyVE :
Given a verifiably encrypted signature
(U1 , U2 , V ) of a user ID for a message m, compute
h = H2 (m, U1 ), accept the signature if and only if
ê(P, V ) = ê(U1 + [h]Pp ub ID, H1 (ID).ê(U2 , Padj ). The
proof of verification for a valid verfiably encrypted signature
(U1 , U2 , V ) is as follows;
ê(P, V ) = ê(P, [r1 ]H1 (ID) + [h]dID + [r2 ]Padj )
= ê(P, [r1 ]H1 (ID) + [h][XID ][s]H1 (ID)).ê(P, [r2 ][sT ]P )
= ê(P, ([r1 ] + [h][XID ][s])H1 (ID)).ê(U2 , Padj )
= ê(([r1 ] + [h][XID ][s])P, H1 (ID)).ê(U2 , Padj )
= ê([r1 ]P + [h][XID ][s]P, H1 (ID)).ê(U2 , Padj )
= ê(U1 + [h]Pp ub ID, H1 (ID)).ê(U2 , Padj )
Adjudication :
Given the adjudicator’s private key
sT and a valid verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V )
for a message m, compute V1 = V − [sT ]U2 and output
the original signature (U1 , V1 ) Validation requires first verification of verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V ) and
then verification of adjudicated verifiably encrypted signature
(U1 , V1 ) as an original signature. First part is same procedure
as V erif yV E(U1 , U2 , V ), for the validation of second part:
V1 = V − [sT ]U2 = V − [sT ][r2 ]P = V − [r2 ]Padj
= [r1 ]H1 (ID)+[h]dID +[r2 ]Padj −[r2 ]Padj = [r1 ]H1 (ID)+
[h]dID so ê(P, V1 ) = ê(P, [r1 ]H1 (ID) + [h]dID ) = ê(U1 +
[h]Pp ub ID, H1 (ID)
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IV. E XPANSION OF CL-HVESS TO T YPE -III PAIRINGS
In the previous section we have adapted Certificateless
PKC to HVESS on Type-I pairings in which G1 = G2 . Since
Type-I pairings are susceptible to recent quasi-polynomial
attacks [30], [31], here we expanded CL-HVESS to Type-III
pairings. Type-II pairings are not suitable for CL-HVESS
because there is not efficiently computable hash function to
G2 .
Setup :
Let G1 and G2 be additive abelian group of
order q and G3 be multiplicative group of order q. Choose
arbitrary generators P ∈ G1 , Q ∈ G2 a random secret
PKG master key s ∈ Z∗q and a random secret adjudicator
master key sT ∈ Z∗q . Set Ppub = [s]P , Qpub = [s]Q,
Padj = [sT ]P and Qadj = [sT ]Q choose cryptographic hash
functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G2 and
H3 : {0, 1}∗ X G1 → Z∗q . Publish the system parameters
(G1 , G2 , G3 , q, e, P, Q, Ppub , Qpub , Padj , Qadj , H1 , H2 , H3 )
Extract :
Public and private key pair for user ID is
computed as follows:
• TTP or PKG computes Ppub = [s]P, Qpub = [s]Q and
[s]H1 (ID), [s]H2 (ID) as the partial private keys then
send to user ID.
• User ID computes Ppub ID = [XID ][s]P, Qpub ID =
[XID ][s]Q and R Ppub ID = [XID ]P, R Qpub ID =
[XID ]Q as public keys then computes d PID =
[XID ][s]H1 (ID), d QID = [XID ][s]H2 (ID) as private
keys.
Sign :
Given a private key d QID and a message
m, pick a random r ∈ Z∗q , compute U = [r]P, h =
H3 (m, U ), V = [r]H2 (ID)+[h]d QID and output a signature
(U, V ).
Verify :
Given a signature (U, V ), of an identity ID
and public keys Ppub ID , R Ppub ID first check certificateless
?
public keys as ê(R Ppub ID , Qp ub) = ê(Ppub ID , Q) then
compute h = H3 (m, U ), and accept the signature and return
1 if and only if ê(P, V ) = ê(U + [h]Pp ub ID, H2 (ID). The
proof of verification for a valid signature (U, V ) is as follows;
ê(P, V ) = ê(P, [r]H2 (ID) + [h]d QID )
= ê(P, [r]H2 (ID) + [h][XID ][s]H2 (ID))
= ê(P, ([r] + [h][XID ][s])H2 (ID))
= ê(([r] + [h][XID ][s])P, H2 (ID))
= ê([r]P + [h][XID ][s]P, H2 (ID))
= ê(U + [h]Ppub ID , H2 (ID))
SignVE :
Given a private key d QID and a message m, pick randomly r1 , r2 ∈ Z∗q , compute U1 =
[r1 ]P, U2 = [r2 ]Q, h = H3 (m, U1 ), V = [r1 ]H2 (ID) +
[h]d QID + [r2 ]Qadj , and output a verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V )
VerifyVE :
Given a verifiably encrypted signature
(U1 , U2 , V ) of a user ID for a message m, compute
h = H3 (m, U1 ), accept the signature if and only if
ê(P, V ) = ê(U1 + [h]Pp ub ID, H2 (ID).ê(Padj , U2 ). The
proof of verification for a valid verfiably encrypted signature
(U1 , U2 , V ) is as follows;
ê(P, V ) = ê(P, [r1 ]H2 (ID) + [h]d QID + [r2 ]Qadj )

= ê(P, [r1 ]H2 (ID) + [h][XID ][s]H2 (ID)).ê(P, [r2 ][sT ]Q)
= ê(P, ([r1 ] + [h][XID ][s])H2 (ID)).ê([sT ]P, [r2 ]Q)
= ê(([r1 ] + [h][XID ][s])P, H2 (ID)).ê(Padj , U2 )
= ê([r1 ]P + [h][XID ][s]P, H2 (ID)).ê(Padj , U2 )
= ê(U1 + [h]Pp ub ID, H2 (ID)).ê(Padj , U2 )
Adjudication :
Given the adjudicator’s private key
sT and a valid verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V )
for a message m, compute V1 = V − [sT ]U2 and output
the original signature (U1 , V1 ) Validation requires first verification of verifiably encrypted signature (U1 , U2 , V ) and
then verification of adjudicated verifiably encrypted signature
(U1 , V1 ) as an original signature. First part is same procedure
as V erif yV E(U1 , U2 , V ), for the validation of second part:
V1 = V − [sT ]U2 = V − [sT ][r2 ]Q = V − [r2 ]Qadj =
[r1 ]H2 (ID)+[h]d QID +[r2 ]Qadj −[r2 ]Qadj = [r1 ]H2 (ID)+
[h]d QID so ê(P, V1 ) = ê(P, [r1 ]H2 (ID) + [h]d QID ) =
ê(U1 + [h]Pp ub ID, H2 (ID)
V. ATTACK AND I MPROVEMENT TO FAIR C ONTRACT
S IGNING P ROTOCOL
A. Attack to Contract Signing Protocol
Here we show a replay attack to Chen and Gu protocol
[26], in which the responder site could get the adjudicated
contract but the initiator A, can not get the contract signed by
the intended responder B, instead get the contract signed by a
colluder C. The attack of the scenerio is figured in Fig.1 and
then explained further below.

Fig 1. replay attack on protocol
Msg 1 A→B : IDA , C, SignV E{dA , IDA , C, PAdj }
Msg 2 B colludes with C and sends verifiably encrypted
signed contract to C
B→C : IDA , C, SignV E{dA , IDA , C, PAdj }
Msg 3 C signs the contract by his private key and request
from the adjudicator to resolve the dispute.
C→Adj : (IDA , C, SignV E{dA , IDA , C, PAdj })
and Sign(dC , IDC , C)
Msg 4 After the adjudicator verifies the signed and
verifiably encrypted signed contract, delivers the
adjudicated contract to C.
Adj→C : Adjudication(SignV E{dA , IDA , C, PAdj })
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Msg 5 After the adjudicator verifies the signed and verifiably
encrypted signed contract, delivers the signed contract
to A.
Adj→A : Sign(dC , IDC , C)

•

Msg 6 Colluder C returns the adjudicated contract to B.
C→B : Adjudication(SignV E{dA , IDA , C, PAdj })

•

•
•

Verify extra two pairings to check certificateless public
keys; in total 4 pairings, 1 scalar multiplication.
SignVE same as original; 5 scalar multiplication.
VerifyVE extra two pairings to check certificateless public keys; in total 5 pairings, 1 scalar multiplication.
Adjudication same as original; 1 scalar multiplication.
VI. C ONCLUSION

This contract signing protocol is based on HVESS as
cryptographic signature scheme, which was proven as secure
in [26]. Besides the cryptographic security, information sent
in the protocol / signature scheme and control checks are
also very important for a security protocol. In this attack
we exploited a security flaw of missing information, namely
identifier of responder, in the signature scheme. It may be
claimed as the contract is suited for A and B but this would
not be a formal security check for a protocol.
B. Improvement to Contract Signing Protocol
The improvement to the protocol is very easy as to include
the identifier of responder to the signed message and check this
before any response. For adding the CL-HVESS, we include
the public keys of the sender to the message. The improved
protocol is shown below; note that Signed or verifiably signed
messages also include the original messages.
Msg 1 A→B : SignV E{dA , IDA , IDB , C, Ppub A ,
R Ppub A , PAdj , QAdj }
Msg 2 B→A : Sign{dB , IDB , IDA , C, Ppub
R Ppub B , PAdj , QAdj }
Msg 3 A→B : Sign{dA , IDA , IDB , Ppub
R Ppub A , M sg2}

B,

A,

C. Analysis of Protocol
Although there is not a formal security proof for CLHVESS, we can make an informal comparison between original protocol and our work. When you use traditional ID-Based
encryption and signature methods, as done in the original
scheme, TTP can generate and escrow private keys of all users.
But in certificateless scheme of [24] users can generate their
own private keys. Also revocating a disclosed or lost private
key in pure ID-Based crypto systems is difficult because you
have to change the corresponding public key and so the ID
of that user depends on. Using schemes of [24] TTP can not
escrow keys but can revocate keys easily which is important
for contract signing protocols depending on pairings. Addition
to security analysis we can say the improved protocol is
resistant to replay attacks. When we compare our adapted
protocols with original version in view of efficiency, there is
not so much difference between them. Both Type I and Type
III versions of CL-HVESS have same calculations except setup
phase which is done for only once. Below is the comparison
of efficiency:
• Sign same as original; 3 scalar multiplication.

We proposed adaptation of certificateless public key cryptography to hybrid verifiably encrypted signature scheme [26]
which we call CL-HVESS. Adaptation of certificateless PKC
prevents some problems of pure ID based schemes especially
generation of user private keys by PKG. Then we expanded
CL-HVESS to Type-III pairings to mitigate the risks of recent
attacks on Type-I pairings. We also presented a replay attack to
Chen and Gu protocol [26], in which the responder site could
get the adjudicated contract but the initiator A, can not get the
contract signed by the intended responder B, instead get the
contract signed by a colluder C. Then propose an improvement
to the protocol which is resistant to replay attacks and also
included the CL-HVESS to the improved protocol. But notice
that this attack and CL-HVESS are independent. Formal
security proof of CL-HVESS remains as a future work.
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